3000 Gucci Silk Scarf of Floral Design, within a pale
blue border, 65cm by 65cm in original packaging
and card bag
£60-80
3001 Pair of Valentino Garavani 'NIGHT' Black KidLeather Lady's Gloves with white leather trim
and bow detail (size 6.5), in original box

The Fabulous Designer Fashion
Sale
Friday 12th November 2021 - 10.30am
Viewing: Thursday 11th November 10:00am-4:00pm and
morning of the sale from 8:00am.
Buyer’s Premium:
20% + VAT (24% in total)
Requests for telephone bidding must be registered one
hour prior to the close of the view day.

£60-80
3002 Hermès Silk Scarf, depicting four carriages to
the centre within a boteh and spot border in
turquoise, black and white, 70cm by 70cm,
boxed
£70-100
3003 Gucci Black Leather Chelsea Boots, circa 2000,
with brogue style stitching to the toes (size 39.5

We will not accept requests on sale days.

E), with shoe bags and box

Lines are booked on a first come first served basis and
are subject to a minimum lot value of £500 in Fine Art
Sales and £200 for all other sales.

£70-100

Live bidding is available at:

3004 Hermès Mors Snaffle Bit Scarf Ring, stamped to
the reverse Hermès Paris, palladium plated,
10.6cm long, with drawstring pouch, box and
cover and paper bag
£80-120
3005 A Black Leather Camélia Brooch, by Chanel,
realistically modelled as a stylised flower head,
measures 8cm by 8cm, boxed
£80-120
3006 Pair of Chanel Black Fingerless Gloves, in black
lamb-skin and black and white striped wool,
embossed rubber Chanel label (size 7.5), boxed
£100-150
3007 Gianni Versace Silver Photograph Frame, with
Greek Key engraved border and gilt metal
Versace mask to the top, woven blue and black
fabric to the reverse, 28cm by 34cm, in original
box with cover
£100-150
3008 Hermès Silk Scarf 'Collier de Chiens', designed
by Virginie Jamin, in vibrant pinks, blues, greens
and gold displaying racks of dog collars in
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various designs, some with name tags,

dispersed, size 40, with dust bags

burgundy border with pink rolled edge, 90cm by

£100-150

90cm, boxed with card outer box
£100-200
3009 An Enamel and Paste Brooch, by Chanel, two

3016 Hermès Silk Scarf 'Grand Apparat', designed by
Jaques Eudel, on a baby blue central ground
depicting grey horses in decorative tack and

interlocking 'C's' enamelled in black and white

harness, 90cm by 90cm, boxed

within a border of round cut white paste stones,

£100-150

in yellow claw settings, measures 4.5cm by

3017 Hermès Silk Scarf of Floral Design, 90cm by

3.5cm, boxed

90cm, boxed

£100-150

£100-150

3010 Hermès Silk Scarf 'Zenobie, Reine de Palmyre',

3018 Hermès Silk Scarf 'Regina', designed by Leila

designed by Annie Faivre, depicting the Queen

Menchari, depicting a bouquet of flowers

of Zenobies' trip along the Silk Road and the

inspired by the Queen within a navy border,

objet d'art that she collected on the way, 90cm

90cm by 80cm, boxed

by 90cm, boxed

£100-150

£100-150
3011 Two Large Rudi Rabitti Tan Leather Bound

3019 Pair of Christian Louboutin Leopard Print Ankle
Boots, circa 2014, on hide with leather-type

Albums, 47cm by 45cm, boxed

laces, on an espadrille base and red Louboutin

Rudi Rabitti was launched in 1969 in Milan, and

sole (size 42), with dust bags

was the forerunner of leather interior

£100-150

accessories.
£100-200
3012 Hermès Pink Silk Scarf 'Fantaises Indiennes',
designed by Loic Dubigeon, depicting a central
fantastical Tree of Life surrounded by figures
and exotic animals, within a pink and black
border, 90cm by 90cm
£100-150
3013 Hermès Silk Scarf 'Chefs Indiens', designed by
Kermit Oliver, depicting oval portraits of named
Indian Chiefs, within a navy blue border, 90cm
by 90cm, boxed
£100-150
3014 Hermès Silk Scarf 'Pavement Mosaic', designed
by Maurice Trenchant, a multi mosaic design
within a blue border, 90cm by 90cm, boxed
£100-150
3015 Pair of Louboutin Black Suede 'Dandelion'
Loafers, circa 2015, with studs to the toe and

3020 Balmain Black Ankle Boots, circa 2015, (size 40)
£120-180
3021 Pair of Hermes Lady's Black Suede and
Leather-Heeled Ankle Boots, (size 40), with dust
bags and box
£250-350
3022 A Black and Pink Stone Ring, by Chanel, the
central cushion cut black stone overlaid with
white intertwined 'C's', within a border of
alternating round cut pink and black stones, in
white claw and rubbed over settings, to a
polished shank, finger size M1/2, boxed
£120-180
3023 A Black Resin Pendant on Chain, by Chanel, the
circular black resin inset with white intertwined
'C's', on a white double trace link chain, pendant
length 3cm, chain length 60cm, with pouch;
together with Two Pairs of Drop Earrings, by
Chanel, one pair with black intertwined 'C's'
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suspending a black and white bead, the other

with notched collar, single-breasted with shaped

silver intertwined 'C's', suspending a black

front opening, tailored fitting, front pockets (size

irregular shaped loop, with post fittings, boxed

42)

£120-180

£150-250

3024 Chanel Chain Link Belt, in silvered colour, hung

3031 Yves Saint Laurent Leopard Print Canvas Tote

with three crossed 'C's logos in cream, stamped

Bag, circa 2012, with black leather handles,

on the reverse of the large charm, actual length

black trim and piping, five brass studs to the

112.5cm, boxed

base, detachable Yves Saint Laurent black

£150-200

leather luggage tag, black cotton lining, one

3025 Two Resin Cuff Bracelets, by Chanel, one with a

zipped pocket, phone pocket and another

black background and white intertwined 'C's', the

similar, 50cm by 42cm by 15cm, in a black and

other with a white background and black

white lined dust bag

intertwined 'C's', boxed
£150-200
3026 Three Resin Pin Brooches, by Chanel, the
transparent graduated circular brooches inset
with colourless paste stones and black
intertwined 'C's' to the top left hand corner,

Saint Laurent literally cross-dressed between the
men's and ladieswear, sharing designs blurring
gender-specifics
£200-300
3032 Circa 2006 Dolce & Gabbana Denim Jacket,

boxed

with mink lining

£150-200

£200-300

3027 Gucci Cotton and Mohair Two-Piece Navy-

3033 Vivienne Westwood Opus Book Titled 'I Am

Checked Suit, circa 2012, with three front

Expensive', of large proportions, bound in cream

pockets, two-button fastening, partially lined with

cloth, includes photographs taken during the last

two open pockets to the inside (size 46R), with

two years by unnamed photographers

matching trousers, size 44R; and Tie

commissioned by Opus, the pictures portray

£150-250

friends, family and models all decked out in

3028 Pair of Louboutin 'Dandelion' Studded Black
Suede Loafers, circa 2014, with black patent toe
caps bearing studs, red sole (size 40), with dust
bags
£150-250
3029 Dolce & Gabbana Black Fine Wool Herringbone
Three-Quarter Length Coat, circa 2015, two front
pockets, three-button fastening, monogram
woven black lining with three open pockets to
the inside (size 46)
UK size 36 - small
£150-250
3030 Vivienne Westwood Red Label Wool ThreeQuarter Length Coat, circa 1990s, in bright red

Westwood’s collections, limited edition 91 out of
900 copies, signed, 90cm by 65cm, boxed
£200-300
3034 Bazar de Christian Lacroix Lady's Two-Piece
Suit, in green metallic, mauve and burgundy
stylised check, comprising a short wrap skirt
(size 42), and a tailored long-sleeve jacket with
collar, button fastening and side pocket detail to
the front, size 40; Giambattista Valli Cream Silk
Mix Sleeveless Dress, with scoop neck and cut
out back with bow detail (size 44) (2)
£200-300
3035 Pair of Modern Must de Cartier Monceau
Glasses, in gilt metal, impressed to the reverse
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with '49' and '18', no lenses, together with

Etro was founded in Milan 1968 by Gimmo Etro,

Certificate of Guarantee and Cartier glasses

initially as a textile company and by 1996 were

handbook, in fitted Cartier case; Another Pair of

launching its first runway collection at Milan

Modern Must de Cartier Glasses, in gilt metal

Fashion Week. Gimmo's inspiration stems from

with two-tone nose piece, impressed to the

his love of the Paisley design, and has amassed

reverse with '56' and '17', no lenses, together

an envied eclectic collection of antique paisley

with Certificate of Guarantee and Cartier glasses

shawls and ephemera over the years.

handbook, in fitted Cartier case; Three Cartier

£250-350

Leather Glasses Cases (5)
£200-300
3036 Valentino Garavani Black Nylon Rockstud Cross
Body Bag, circa 2013, with front flap and edges
of bag studded, leather studded strap across the

3040 Prada Soft Cream Leather Jacket, with zipped
fastening, ribbed collar, cuffs and waistband
(size 48)
£300-500
3041 Etro Fine Linen Jacket, circa 2011, in a blue and

front, internally it includes a zipped pocket and

purple paisley decorative print with three front

two small open pockets, detachable woven

pockets, two-button fastening, blue lining with

shoulder strap, 42cm by 30cm by 5cm, with dust

two open pockets to the inside (size 46)

bag

£300-500

The Rockstud Range was launched in 2010,
created by Valentino Clemente Garavani
bringing bold, edgy designs to the cat walk with
shoes and accessories.
£250-350
3037 Louis Vuitton Musette Salsa Bag, in brown

3042 Dolce & Gabbana Black and White Wool
Smoking Jacket, circa 2015, with black textured
and ribbed collar, pockets and cuffs trimmed
with black grosgrain, two black military-style
toggle fastenings, three front pockets, black
brocade lining, two open pockets to the inside

monogrammed LV canvas with light-tan leather

(size 44)

shoulder strap and trim, brown suede lining to

The smoking jacket was designed from the mid

the interior with two open pockets and leather

19th century, although earlier styles had been

tab stamped 'SL0013', initialled in gold to the

seen. It was based on a cut-down style banyan

underside of the flap 'RB', 37cm by 32cm, with

coat, and was worn by gentlemen after dinner to

original receipt dated March 8 2003

absorb the smoke and protect their dinner jacket

£250-350

from falling ash.

3038 Circa 2013 DSquared Black Velvet Evening
Jacket with silk lapels, single button fastening,

£300-500
3043 A Simulated Pearl Necklace, by Chanel,

three front pockets, three internal pockets one

graduated simulated pearls spaced by two

buttoned (size 46)

embellished links composed of two intertwined

£250-350

'C's', length 88.5cm, boxed

3039 Etro Fine Wool Paisley Two-Piece Suit, circa
2012, with three front pockets, two-button

£300-500
3044 Louis Vuitton Trouville Tote Multicolore

fastening, lined with blue silk, two open pockets

Monogram Handbag, 2006, with leather handles

to the inside (size 46), matching trousers (size

and trims with brass studs, brass caps to the

46)

corners of the bag, front pocket, red-lined interior
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with two open pockets, gilt metal hardware,

3048 Tom Ford Blue Floral Woven Silk Brocade

28cm by 12cm by 22cm, with original purchase

Jacket, circa 2014, with single-button fastening,

receipt from the Louis Vuitton store in Leeds, 16

three pockets, collar and lapels, black silk lining,

December 2006, and dust bag

two internal buttoned pockets and one other

£300-500

(size 44R)

3045 Lanvin Mole/Grey Soft Suede Jacket, circa 2008,

This jacket appeared in the Tom Ford Spring

with zipped fastening, two front pockets,

Summer 2014 Collection, which embraced bright

Mandarin style collar, grey silk insertions to the

zingy colours and textures alongside his elegant

back, side and sleeve seams (size 46)

tailoring

Lanvin was established by Jeanne Lanvin in

£500-700

Paris 1889 initially as a millinery. From the

3049 Prada Black Shearling Zip Front Jacket, circa

1900s and after the arrival of her beloved

2008, leather-lined, with hood and long sleeves

daughter Marguerite, she turned her attention to

(size 44)

children's clothes and then women's fashions.

£500-800

Lanvin had amazing insight as a

3050 Louis Vuitton Brown Leather Cross-Body Bag,

businesswoman, and recognition for the female

circa 2002, embossed with the LV logo overall,

form which could be draped in luxurious fabrics

fabric and leather-mounted shoulder strap,

to achieve differing looks. The menswear

chrome coloured hardware, open front pocket

department was opened in 1926, incorporating

and another to the black fabric lined interior,

suits and the new sports wear ranges to

20cm by 28cm by 6.5cm

accommodate their changing leisure activities.

£500-700

£400-600
3046 Chloe Yellow Ochre Leather and Suede Drew

3051 A 2004 Tom Ford for Gucci Dragon Pearl
Handbag, in cream and tan crocodile, with a

Bag, with gilt metal hardware, pin and lock

cream and gold enamelled double headed

closure, chain shoulder strap, with grey suede

dragon clasp, set with Swarovski crystals and

lining and open pocket, leather tab to pocket

pearls to the mouths, gold tone hardware and

with Chloe hologram, and card of authenticity,

link chain, brown silk lining with internal pocket,

23cm by 19cm by 7cm

Gucci label on leather, together with a Gucci

£400-600

care card and dust bag, 32cm by 20cm

3047 Dolce & Gabbana Navy Smoking Jacket, circa
2015, embroidered overall with silver quatrelobe

£600-800
3052 Prada Milano Black Calf-Hide Three-Quarter

motifs, with blue velvet mounts to the collar,

Length Jacket, circa 2010, with three front

lapels, pockets and cuffs, edged with blue braid,

pockets, two-button fastening, black lining, two

similar braid decorative single-toggle fastening,

open pockets to the inside (size 46)

embroidered to the chest pocket with a bee and

£600-800

crown within a laurel wreath and set with
decorative stones, three pockets to the front and
two internal pockets one buttoned, black gauze
lining (size 46)
£500-700

3053 Saint Laurent Black Wool Military-Style Jacket,
circa 2015, including three heavy gilt metal
buttons depicting standing lions, stamped Saint
Laurent to the reverse, red wool and gilt trimmed
lower sleeves and collar, black silk lining (size
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48)
£600-800
3054 Chanel Black Patent and Leather Baguette

3058 Dolce & Gabbana Black/Silver Sequin Evening
Jacket, circa 2009, with single-button fastening,
grosgrain style lapels, two front pockets, three

Shoulder Bag, circa 2014, with black and clear

internal pockets, one buttoned (size 46)

plastic rectangular mounts to the front with

£700-900

crossed 'C' logo, leather and chain link shoulder

3059 Dolce & Gabbana Black and White Silk Jacket,

strap, one small open pocket to the interior,

circa 2008, decorated with chrysanthemums,

authentication sticker to the inside with card of

prunus blossom, peacocks, black silk lapels,

authenticity, 23cm by 13cm by 4cm, with receipt

single-button fastening, three front pockets,

bought on 30 November 2014 at Selfridges

three internal pockets one buttoned, white silk

Manchester, with hinged card box and dust bag

lining monogrammed 'D&G' (size 44)

£600-1,000
3055 DSquared Camouflage-Style Jacket, circa 2012,

This jacket was first seen on the runway as part

in blue, green and silver, comprising two pockets

of the Asian-Style Collection for Dolce &

to the front, one internal pocket, partially-lined

Gabbanas at Fashion Week Milan in June 2008

with white monogrammed silk (size 46); and a

for their Spring/Summer 2009 men's collection,

Pair of DSquared Matching Slip-On Shoes,

inspired by Oriental kimonos

leather soles (size 40)

£700-900

Dsquared was launched in 1992 by Canadian

3060 Prada Leopard Printed Hide Three-Quarter

twins Dean & Dan Caten in Milan, initially as a

Length Coat, circa 2008, button fastening, two

denim label and them progressing to suiting and

side pockets, brown lining with two internal

ladies wear by the 1990s.

pockets one buttoned, (size 46)

£700-900

In the1920s leopard print was worn mainly as

3056 Alexander McQueen 'Dragonfly' Jacket, circa

trims to coats and hats, by the 1940s the

2015, bearing a white stitched label inside, silk

exclusive fashion houses were incorporating it

mix in this intricate dragonfly design including

into their haute couture designs, Christian Dior

two front pockets, three internal pockets (one

was reported saying 'If you are fair and sweet,

buttoned), white cotton lining (size 46)

don’t wear it' referring to the print!

Alexander McQueen (1969-2010), an exquisite

£700-900

jacket produced for the Spring Summer

3061 Chanel Black Patent Uni Classic Handbag with

Collection 2013 led by Sarah Burton, it features

Flap, quilted exterior, chrome coloured

the intricate detail and tailoring that McQueen

hardware, patent and chain link double shoulder

was renowned for.

strap, one zipped and one open pocket to the

£700-900

leather lined interior, with authentication sticker

3057 A Red, Black and White Paste Belt, by Chanel,
the brick link chain set throughout with step cut
red, black and white paste, terminating to

and card, Chanel card box and dust bag
£800-1,200
3062 Chanel Quilted Black Double-Flap Shoulder

intertwined 'C's' and a central pendant drop of

Bag, circa 1990s, with gilt metal hardware,

similar design, boxed

chain-link and leather shoulder strap,

£700-1,000

authentication sticker to the inside matching the
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number on authenticity card '1190054', 24cm by
15cm by 7cm

The original Peekaboo bag was launched in

£800-1,200

Spring Summer 2008 by Silvia Venturini-Fendi,

3063 Goyard Paris Bag/Case, circa 2015, with chrome

since then the bag has evolved in many ways,

hardware in goyardine printed leather bearing

and who can resist a smile at the 'Monster Bag'

monogram, front outside pocket with tab

with its playfulness and element of surprise yet

fastening, black leather trims and handles,

still retaining the practicalities and functionality.

yellow cotton lining with zipped pocket inside,

£1,800-2,200

another with tab fastening, zip to the top, four

3066 Hermès Kelly Sac a Depeche, circa 2007, in

studs to the base, includes two keys, padlock

black leather with palladium hardware, stamped

and small drawstring bag, black leather shoulder

K to the underside of the leather strap, two

strap and drawstring bag, 35cm by 27cm by

leather straps, front flap enclosing three large

8.5cm and dust bag

pockets, original receipt from Hermès Dusseldorf

Goyard is a French company that has been

dated 6 December 2007, leather carrying

producing exceptional leather goods of

handle, two keys in leather holder, padlock in

impeccable design and attention to detail for

drawstring pouch, 34cm by 28cm by 5.5cm; and

over 220 years, providing luggage and

a Hermès Single Flipperball Woven Shoulder

accessories for the exclusive luxury markets.

Strap, woven in black, blue and red with black

£1,200-1,500

leather mounts, stamped in silver 'Hermès' with

3064 Louis Vuitton Canwan Keepall 50 Bandouliere,

palladium hardware, in dust bag

circa 2006, in yellow and black vibrant printed

Circa 1922 Hermès designed the Sac a

canvas, black leather mounts and base, brass

Depeche as the quintessential bag which

coloured hardware, leather luggage tag and

proceeded the Kelly bag, constructed with

shoulder strap, two keys and gilt metal padlock,

beautiful leathers in a variety colours, a compact

black monogrammed fabric lining, 50cms by

and stylish bag to meet your business needs.

27cm by 17cm, and dust bag

£4,000-6,000

The Keepall is an instantly recognisable piece of

3067 Louis Vuitton Hinged Jewellery Case, circa

Louis Vuitton luggage that was created by

2005, hard cased and mounted in brown

Gaston Vuitton in the 1930s, embodying the

monogrammed canvas, with brass latches, lock

spirit of modern travel and as a weekend bag, it

and hinges, soft leather handle and luggage tag,

is available in four sizes and a variety of leathers

encloses a brown velvet lined interior with lift out

and canvases

tray comprising thirteen variously sized and fitted

£1,500-2,000

compartments, some with loose velvet cushions,

3065 Fendi Navy Blue 'Monster' Bag, circa 2014,

four compartments beneath, leather mounted,

zipped pocket to the inside and zipped pocket to

stamped inside 'Louis Vuitton, Paris, Made in

the back, chrome hardware, leather handle and

France' and '1076862' discontinued model, 35cm

shoulder strap, five studs to the base, label

by 26cm by 10cm, with dust bag

inside impressed '7VA354- 2MR-159-0501',

Circa 1886 George Vuitton created and

45cm by 18cm by 30cm, with dust bag

revolutionized the 'unpickable' lock,
revolutionising security for travellers luggage.
The Vuittons valued their locks so much that
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they even challenged Harry Houdini to escape

wristlet, enclosing a bright pink fabric lining

from a Vuitton trunk unfortunately he declined,

woven with verse, 29cm high by 17cm wide

however these iconic locks are now part of the

£150-250

their trade mark style barely altering in 130
years.
£4,000-5,000
3068 Louis Vuitton Mirrored-Metallic Monogrammed
Keepall 50, circa 2021, with light-tan leather
handles and detachable shoulder strap, luggage
tag, buckle, padlock and two keys in drawstring
pouch, chrome coloured hardware, grey fabric

End of Sale
For full terms and conditions please refer to our
website: www.tennants.co.uk
This listing is for guide purposes only and is not
definitive – lots may be added, altered or
withdrawn at any time before the sale.

label to the inside 'Louis Vuitton Made in France,

Tennants Auctioneers
Harmby Road
Leyburn
DL8 5SG

Defile Homme Automne/Hiver 2021', 50cm by

Tel: 01969 623780

23cm by 30cm, with dust bag

E-mail: enquiry@tennants-ltd.co.uk

lining with internal zipped pocket, bought at
Louis Vuitton Selfridges 29 August 2021, leather

The mirrored-metallic Keepall was designed by
Virgil Abloh for his Louis Vuitton Mirror Mirror
Fall/Winter 2021 Collection, featuring an eyecatching silver metallic look. This bag was
purchased barely 7 weeks ago and unused.
£5,000-7,000
3069 Hermès Taupe Leather Haut à Courroies 40
Bag, circa 2015, with chrome hardware,
'HSX012 CF' impressed to the leather, includes
two keys and a fob, padlock and small
drawstring bag, dust bag, felt protector to the
fittings, 45cm by 25cm by 42cm
Today, this bag is the perfect size for an
overnight bag, although historically circa 1900
the Haut à Courroies was designed by Hermès
to protect and transport saddles and riding
boots.
£5,500-6,500
3070 Kate Spade New York, Scenic Route Cactus
Bag, comprising a plant pot of black and white
striped PVC, with black leather trims, gilt metal
circular 'bosses' with hinge and clasp, green 3d
cactus with green leather mounts, pink and red
leather petalled flowers and black leather
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